Almost everyone is excited about the closing night of the carnival. Hector is not very excited. He is feeling a bit sad.

Hector remembers how he gave out Tama’s personal information at the games arcade, and he feels bad about that. The Info Gang tricked him, and many others at the carnival.
Tama is worried about his friend Hector.

“What’s wrong with Hector?” Tama asks Ming.

Ming looks at Hector and says to Tama, “I think he feels guilty about signing you up at the games arcade.”

“Oh...” says Tama.

The loud voice of the Mayor makes them both stop and listen.
Everyone claps and cheers. Then the Mayor tells them about the Info Gang and their plan. He calls the gang “scallywags”!

Constable Solosolave talks with them about catching the Info Gang and everyone feels better that the gang was stopped.
Constable Solosolave reminds everyone to stay safe online. He wants the crowd to know how proud he is of Hector and his friends. Constable Solosolave asks Tama to come up on stage and gives him a Puffy Bank. He thanks him for being so brave.

Hector is very proud of little Tama, but feels unhappy with himself. He wants to talk with Kui, the wise old whale.
Like magic, he is with Kui. They swim together and talk about how Hector is feeling.

“Something is bothering you, young Hector,” Kui says.

Hector tells Kui why he feels so sad. Kui listens. She thinks Hector is a very good friend to Tama. She helps Hector understand that everyone makes mistakes. Kui explains that if we learn from our mistakes, we can do better next time.

Hector feels happy, “Thanks, Kui, I feel much better now!”
Hector comes back from Kui’s magical world to be with his friends.

Constable Solosolave calls Hector’s name and asks him to come up on the stage. He gives Hector a bright, shiny star badge. Hector is now an ‘Honorary Cybersafety Officer’! Hector is so excited!

Tama says, “Hector, you’re my hero.”

Hector smiles and says, “And you’re mine, Tama.”

The end.